
 

Disaster management: boosting the EU's
emergency response
 

MEPs have approved plans to improve disaster response by updating the EU’s civil
defence mechanism and creating additional reserve capacity.
 
On 12 February, MEPs voted in favour of upgrading the EU's civil defence mechanism to help
member states respond faster and more effectively to emergencies and disasters, both
recurrent and unexpected. They propose to improve how disasters are tackled by sharing
resources such field hospitals more efficiently.
 
Disasters, both natural and man-made, can strike anywhere, causing significant losses: in 2017,
200 people were killed in Europe by natural disasters and costs amounted to almost €10 billion.
 
Italian EPP member Elisabetta Gardini, the MEP in charge of steering the plans through
Parliament said recent emergencies such as the disasters in Greece in 2018 and in Portugal in
2017 have shown that EU countries alone don’t have enough resources to respond, most of the
times due to operational gaps.
 
Support already in place
 
A collaborative system of mutual aid already exists and is known as the EU Civil Protection
Mechanism. If an EU country needs assistance because of a disaster, it can ask for help.
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Video
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/strengthening-the-eu-s-disaster-response_N01-PUB-190218-CIVI_ev
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https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/headlines/society/20200304STO73957/meps-call-for-at-least-EU1-4-billion-for-eu-disaster-management
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/headlines/society/20200304STO73957/meps-call-for-at-least-EU1-4-billion-for-eu-disaster-management


This system, based on voluntary contributions by participating countries, has proved to have a
limited capacity, especially if several countries face the same type of disaster at the same time.
The current system does not have an EU reserve capacity to help if member states are unable
to.
 

RescEU: new reserve of emergency resources 
 
Parliament insists on establishing a new reserve of resources known as RescEU. This should
be activated only when the resources deployed by EU countries are insufficient. The common
European reserve would include the resources needed to respond to disasters such as forest
fire-fighting planes, special water pumps, field hospitals and emergency medical teams.
 
A decision to deploy RescEU would have to be taken by the European Commission in close
coordination with the requesting country and the member states owning, renting or leasing the
resources.
 
Sharing knowledge and lessons
 
The new rules set out to improve disaster risk management through consultation, the use of
experts and recommendations for follow-up measures.
 
MEPs supported strengthening the EU Civil Protection Knowledge Network to share knowledge
and facilitate exchanges between everyone involved with civil protection and disaster
management, with a particular focus on young professionals and volunteers.
 
New rules entered into force on 13 March 2019.
 

330
The EU Civil Protection Mechanism has been activated more then 300
times since its launch in 2001

Find out more
Text of the provisional agreement
Procedure file
Check progress on the legislative proposal
Press release on the plenary vote (12 February 2019)
Factsheet
Briefing
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https://oeil.secure.europarl.europa.eu/oeil/popups/ficheprocedure.do?reference=2017/0309(COD)&l=en#tab-0
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http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2015/557022/EPRS_BRI(2015)557022_EN.pdf

